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ABSTRACT
Here I report the scaling relation between the baryonic masses and the scale lengths
of stellar discs from ∼ 1000 morphologically late-type galaxies. The baryonic mass-
size relation is a single power-law R∗ ∝ M0.38b across ∼ 3 orders of magnitude in
baryonic mass. The scatter in size at fixed baryonic mass is nearly constant and there
is essentially no outlier. The baryonic mass-size relation provides a more fundamental
description of the structure of the discs than the stellar mass-size relation. The slope
and the scatter of the stellar mass-size relation can be understood in the context of
the baryonic mass-size relation. For gas-rich galaxies, the stars is no longer a good
tracer for the baryons. High baryonic mass, gas-rich galaxies appear to be much larger
at fixed stellar mass because most of the baryonic content is gas. The stellar mass-size
relation thus deviates from the power law baryonic relation and the scatter increases at
the low stellar mass end. Those extremely gas-rich low-mass galaxies can be classified
as Ultra Diffuse Galaxies based on the structure.
Key words: galaxies: fundamental parameters — galaxies: spiral — galaxies: struc-
ture
1 INTRODUCTION
Despite of the complicate processes taking place during the
formation, disc galaxies exhibit tight correlations among
their luminosities, sizes, and rotation speed (Salpeter &
Hoffman 1996; Courteau et al. 2007). In the standard hi-
erarchical galaxy formation model with cold dark matter
(CDM), galaxies form out of the dissipational collapsed gas
within the cold dark matter halos. The structural and dy-
namical properties of galaxies reflect the properties of the
parent dark halos (Mo et al. 1998; van den Bosch 1998, 2000;
Navarro & Steinmetz 2000). Empirical galaxy scaling rela-
tions thus provide stringent constraints on galaxy formation
and evolution models.
One of the most extensively studied scaling relations
is the correlation between the luminosities and the rotation
velocities of disc galaxies, the Tully-Fisher relation (Tully &
Fisher 1977). The relation was first identified using the B-
band luminosity. Follow-up studies showed that the slope of
the Tully-Fisher relation depends on the wavelength. Also,
the scatter in luminosity at fixed velocity reduced at longer
wavelengths (Aaronson et al. 1980; Bothun & Mould 1987;
Bernstein et al. 1994; Tully & Pierce 2000). Furthermore,
some low surface brightness, gas-rich galaxies appear to be
extreme outliers; they rotate too fast for their luminosities
or stellar masses (Persic & Salucci 1991; Zwaan et al. 1995;
Matthews et al. 1998; McGaugh et al. 2000). These features
can be understood in the context of an arguably more funda-
mental scaling relation between the baryonic mass and the
velocity, the baryonic Tully-Fisher relation (Walker 1999;
McGaugh et al. 2000). When the baryonic mass, the total
mass from stars and gas, is used as the metric instead of the
luminosity, the correlation holds as a power-law for at least
∼ 4 order of magnitudes in mass. The Tully-Fisher relation
holds because the luminosity works as a proxy for the mass,
therefore, the slope and the scatter depend on the mass-to-
light ratio. Gas-rich galaxies deviate from the Tully-Fisher
relation because the stellar light and stellar mass are no
longer good proxies for the total baryonic mass.
The luminosities, or the stellar masses, of the stellar
discs also tightly correlate with their sizes. The correlations
are often referred as the mass-size or luminosity-size rela-
tion. On average, brighter or more massive discs are larger
(Choloniewski 1985; Shen et al. 2003; Fathi et al. 2010).
However, the luminosity-size relation or the stellar mass-
size relation is not a single power-law. At the low luminosity
or low mass regime, the slope of the relation becomes shal-
lower and the scatter in the size at fixed luminosity of stellar
mass increases (Shen et al. 2003). Recently, a large number
of very low surface brightness galaxies, named Ultra Diffuse
Galaxies (UDGs), are identified in nearby galaxy clusters
(van Dokkum et al. 2015a; Koda et al. 2015; Mun˜oz et al.
2015; van der Burg et al. 2016). These galaxies are more
than an order of magnitude larger than the average size of
galaxies with similar luminosities. They are extreme outliers
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in the luminosity-size relation. Follow-up studies identified
more UDGs outside clusters (Merritt et al. 2016; Leisman
et al. 2017) and their formation mechanisms are in hot de-
bate.
The lessons learned from the Tully-Fisher relation urge
us to examine the correlation between the baryonic mass
and the sizes of galaxy discs. In this paper, I will demon-
strate that when the baryonic mass is used as the metric,
the relation between the mass and the size holds as a sin-
gle power law across ∼ 3 orders of magnitude in mass. The
observed stellar mass and morphological dependence of the
stellar mass-size relation and the formation of some UDGs
can be understood under the context of the baryonic mass-
size relation. I describe the sample and the measurements
in Section 2. The mass-size relation of late-type galaxies is
presented in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the result and the
implication. This paper adopts the Hubble constantH0 = 75
km s−1Mpc−1.
2 DATA
2.1 Galaxy sample
The goal of this paper is to study the relation between the
baryonic masses and the scale lengths of the stellar discs of
late-type galaxies, therefore, galaxies in discussion need to
have both surface photometry and H i gas content available.
I draw the galaxy samples from two sources. The first part
is selected from the Cosmicflow-Spitzer project (Sorce et al.
2012). The original purpose of the Cosmicflow-Spitzer is to
derive distances of galaxies using the Tully-Fisher relation
(Tully & Fisher 1977) from the Spitzer (Werner et al. 2004)
3.6µm photometry and H i linewidth. The second part is
from Wu et al. (2015), who measured the surface brightness
profiles of ∼ 500 extragalactic H i source from the Arecibo
Legacy Fast ALFA (ALFALFA; Haynes et al. 2011) survey in
the Wide-field Infrared Explorer (WISE; Wright et al. 2010)
3.4µm and 4.5µm bands. The surface photometry and the
H i gas content are available in the Extragalactic Distance
Database 1 (EDD; Tully et al. 2009).
A few selection criteria are applied to select galaxies
studied in this paper. First, for Spitzer-Cosmicflow galax-
ies, only whose H i fluxes are also available in the EDD are
included in order to measure the total baryonic mass. Sec-
ond, I only include galaxies with numerical morphological
type T > −2 (S0 or later type) in the Hyperleda catalog
(Makarov et al. 2014) to ensure that an exponential fit to
the galaxy disc is reasonable. The last, galaxies with axis ra-
tio b/a < 0.35 (inclination angle i > 73) are excluded from
analysis. These galaxies are highly inclined, therefore, their
de-projected disc structure parameters are less certain.
There are 501 and 629 galaxies fulfill the above criteria
for the Spitzer-Cosmicflow and the Wu et al. (2015) galaxies,
respectively. I refer the two sets of galaxies as CF2 and Wu15
samples. For 44 galaxies presenting in both samples, I adopt
the measurements from the Wu15 sample. In total, 1086
galaxies are analyzed in this study.
1 http://edd.ifa.hawaii.edu/
2.2 Galaxy masses and sizes
I derived the stellar mass based on the Spitzer 3.6µm and
WISE 3.4µm fluxes. For the Wu15 sample, the ratio between
the stellar mass and 3.4µm flux is determined by the cali-
bration of Cluver et al. (2014) using WISE [3.4]-[4.5] colour
(see details in Wu et al. 2015). For the CF2 sample, not all
galaxies are observed in Spitzer 4.5µm, therefore, I adopt
a constant mass-to-light ratio Υ3.6µm. Several calibrations
have shown that a constant Υ3.6µm is a good approximation
(Meidt et al. 2014; McGaugh & Schombert 2014; Querejeta
et al. 2015). In this paper, I determine the Υ3.6µm from 44
galaxies presenting in both the CF2 and Wu15 samples. A
Υ3.6µm = 0.47M/L yields statistically consistent stellar
mass measurements between the two samples.
The H i mass is calculated as MHI = 2.356 × 105 ×
D2 × F , where D is distance in Mpc and F is H i flux in
Jy km s−1. I adopt the atomic gas mass Matom = 1.4×MHI
to include the contribution from helium and metals. There is
no direct measurement for the molecular gas mass for most
of galaxies. I estimate the molecular gas from the scaling
relation formulate by Wu et al. (2015) basing on measure-
ments of CO gas in ∼ 100 galaxies (Bothwell et al. 2014):
log(MH2/MHI) = 0.66 × log(M?/M) − 7.392. For most
galaxies, the molecular gas consists only a small fraction
(< 10%) of the total baryonic content. Although the scatter
in the CO gas mass among individual galaxies is not small
(∼ 0.4 dex; Bothwell et al. 2014), the main conclusion of this
paper is unlikely affected. I have also repeated the analysis
without the molecular gas, i.e., only considering the stellar
and H i gas masses. The result remains the same. The bary-
onic mass in this paper refers to the sum of stellar mass,
atomic gas mass, and molecular gas mass. The distributions
of galaxy properties are shown in Fig. 1.
In this paper, I use the disc scale length Rd for the size.
I refer readers Sorce et al. (2012) and Wu et al. (2015) for de-
tailed processes of the measurements. The photometry and
structural parameters are available on EDD. Here I explain
the salient points of the derivation.
The 1-D surface brightness profile is fit by an expo-
nential form within a certain radius range. The fiducial
inner fitting range is set as the effective radius, the ra-
dius enclosing 50% of stellar light. The outer fitting range
is set as the isophot of µ3.6µm = 25.5 mag arcsec
−2 and
µ3.4µm = 25.0 mag arcsec
−2 for the CF2 and the Wu15
samples, respectively. This procedure mitigates the effect of
the bar and the bulge, which could bias the measurement of
scale length. I also measure the scale length with different
inner fitting ranges, from the radius enclosing 25% to 75%
of stellar light, to test the robustness of the measurement. I
find that the derived scale lengths change by ∼ 10%, where
a smaller inner fitting range leads to on average shorter scale
lengths. This systematics is similar to previous studies using
SDSS optical bands (Fathi et al. 2010). The main conclusion
of this paper is not affected by the fitting range. Among 44
galaxies presenting in both samples, I find no systematic
difference and a scatter of ∼ 0.15 dex between scale lengths
measured from Spitzer 3.6µm and WISE 3.4µm.
Another commonly used definition of the size of galaxies
is the effective radius (Re). For a pure exponential disc, Re =
1.68Rd. In general, the relation between Rd and Re depends
on the structure of the galaxy. I take Rd as the definition
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Figure 1. Distributions of galaxy properties. The upper and lower panels show the distribution of stellar masses, baryonic masses, gas
fraction, and numerical morphological types (T) of the CF2 and the Wu15 sample, respectively. Galaxies in the Wu15 sample have on
average lower masses and later morphological type. The Wu15 sample also contains more gas-rich galaxies.
of the size of the stellar disc and note it as R∗ hereafter.
The main conclusion of this paper does not change if I use
Re as the definition. Relevant figures are presented in the
Appendix.
3 BARYONIC MASS–SIZE RELATIONS
Fig. 2a plots the size of the stellar disc R∗ as a function
of stellar mass M∗. The CF2 and Wu15 samples are in red
and blue, respectively. The tight correlation between R∗ and
M∗ has been observed in previous studies (Courteau et al.
2007; Fathi et al. 2010). However, at the low M∗ regime,
the number of galaxies deviating from the mean relation in-
creases. Many galaxies with M∗ ' 108M have stellar discs
as large as discs in galaxies of M∗ ' 1010M. Fig. 2c shows
the scatter in sizes at fixed M∗. The scatter is calculated
as the standard deviation of log(R∗) relative to the median
in each mass bin. The scatter in sizes increases at low M∗,
as seen by previous studies (Shen et al. 2003). Fig. 2a also
shows that the outliers are all from the Wu15 sample, which
is selected based on their H i flux. Some galaxies in the CF2
sample also have stellar masses as low as M∗ ' 107M, but
none of them deviates significantly from the mean R∗–M∗
relation.
Fig. 2b plots R∗ as a function of the baryonic mass
(Mb). A tighter power-law relation holds between R∗ and Mb
for the entire mass range, with a scatter σlog(R) ' 0.18 dex
(Fig. 2d). In addition, there is essentially no outliers in the
R∗–Mb relation. By using the baryons instead of stars as
the metric for masses of galaxies, the relation between the
size and mass of disc galaxies can be described as a single
power-law down to at least Mb ' 108M.
I fit log(R∗) and log(Mb) to a linear relation using or-
thogonal distance regression. To estimate the uncertainty of
the fit, I repeat the fit for 1000 times, for each time the
mass and the size of each galaxy are disturbed by a small
amount drawn from a Gaussian distribution, whose stan-
dard deviation is the uncertainty of the measurement. The
50th percentile and the 16th and the 84th percentile from
the 1000 trials are taken as the best-fit parameters and the
uncertainties, respectively. I assign a conservative 0.35 dex
uncertainty to the stellar mass according to the calibration
of Cluver et al. (2014), but note that a much smaller uncer-
tainty of 0.1 dex is also advocated by Meidt et al. (2014). The
uncertainty in the molecular gas mass is set to be 0.4 dex
(Bothwell et al. 2014). The uncertainty on the atomic gas
mass comes from the uncertainty of the H i 21 cm flux (Tully
et al. 2009; Haynes et al. 2011). For R∗, a 0.15 dex uncer-
tainty is assigned to each galaxy (see Section 2). An extra
uncertainty of the distance of 20% (Tully et al. 2013) is also
included in the error budget. The best-fit relation for Fig 2b
is:
log(R∗/kpc) = (0.385
+0.008
−0.013)×[log(Mb/M)−10]+(0.281+0.010−0.009)
(1)
The slope and the scatter are in broad agreement with
those of the stellar mass-size relation at high mass found
in previous studies (∼ 0.3–0.4, Shen et al. 2003; Courteau
et al. 2007; Ferna´ndez Lorenzo et al. 2013; Mosleh et al.
2013). The best-fit R∗–M∗ relation has a shallower slope of
0.321+0.011−0.011 and an intercept of 0.343
+0.009
−0.009.
Fig. 2e and Fig. 2f show the fraction of outliers at fixed
M∗ and Mb, respectively. An outlier is defined as a galaxy
whose scale length is larger or smaller than the average at
fixed mass by 0.36 dex (2σ of the R∗–Mb relation). At fixed
M∗, the fraction of outliers increases towards the low mass
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Figure 2. (a,b) The sizes as a function of the stellar masses and the baryonic masses. The best-fit relations are plotted as the solid
black lines. The dashed lines indicate 0.36 dex shifts in R∗. Galaxies from the CF2 and the Wu15 are labeled as red and blue dots,
respectively. At lower stellar masses, several galaxies from the Wu15 sample appear to be much larger than the average at fixed stellar
mass, while almost all galaxies follow the same scaling relation between the size and the baryonic mass. (c,d) The scatter in log(R∗) at
fixed masses. The scatter increases towards lower stellar masses. On the contrary, it is nearly constant at all baryonic masses. (e,f) The
fraction of outliers. The outliers is defined as galaxies which lie > 0.36 dex (2σ of the R∗–Mb relation) away from the best-fit relation
at fixed masses. The gray area shows the ranges of the outlier fraction if the best-fit relations are altered by 2σ. The fraction of outliers
increases at log(M∗/M) . 9 but is generally < 0.1 at all baryonic masses.
end. The outlier fraction is ∼ 10% at log(M∗/M) ' 9 and
reaches ∼ 30% at log(M∗/M) ' 8. On the contrary, the
2σ outlier fraction at fixed Mb is generally below 10% at all
masses, close to the 5% expected from a normal distribution.
Fig. 3 shows again the R∗ as functions of M∗ and
Mb, but the galaxies are colour-coded by their gas fraction
(Mg/Mb). Fig. 3 shows that the outliers in the R∗–M∗ re-
lation are galaxies with high gas fractions (Mg/Mb ' 1).
While they follow the average R∗–Mb relation, they appear
to be much larger than galaxies of similar M∗ because most
of their baryons are in the form of gas.
The correlation between the gas fraction and the galaxy
size is further illustrated in Fig. 4. For each galaxy, I calcu-
late the median size and the median gas fraction of galaxies
of similar masses (∆M < 0.1 dex). The relative size (∆R∗)
and gas fraction (∆Mg/Mb) of the galaxy are the difference
between the value of the galaxy and the median. Fig. 4 plots
∆R∗ as a function of ∆Mg/Mb, calculated at fixed M∗ and
Mb, respectively. On average, gas-rich galaxies are larger at
fixed M∗. The Spearman correlation coefficient suggests a
moderate correlation between the size and the gas fraction
of galaxies at fixed M∗. On the other hand, the size depends
only weakly on the gas fraction at fix Mb.
4 DISCUSSION
4.1 The scatter and the slope of the R∗-M∗
relation
The R∗-Mb relation is a single power law across ∼ 3 orders
of magnitude in Mb. In this study, there is essentially no
outliers and the scatter in R∗ does not change with Mb. On
the contrary, the slope and the scatter of the R∗-M∗ relation
depend on M∗ (Shen et al. 2003; Dutton & van den Bosch
2012).
This mass dependence of the R∗-M∗ relation can be
understood in the context of the R∗-Mb relation. Fig. 3 has
shown that in general, the gas fraction, Mg/Mb, increases
progressively toward the low-mass end. This result is con-
sistent with H i surveys on nearby galaxies (McGaugh & de
Blok 1997; Huang et al. 2012; Bothwell et al. 2014; Peeples
et al. 2014). At the high-mass end, the stellar mass is the
dominant component, therefore, the slope and the scatter of
the R∗-M∗ relation is similar to the M∗-Mb relation (Shen
et al. 2003; Courteau et al. 2007; Ferna´ndez Lorenzo et al.
2013; Mosleh et al. 2013). However, at the low-mass end, the
stellar mass is no long a good proxy for the total baryons. At
fixed M∗, the scatter in size is a combination of the scatter
in the R∗-Mb relation and the scatter in the gas fraction. As
a result, the scatter increases towards low M∗ end due to a
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Figure 3. The relation between sizes and masses of galaxies, colour coded by the gas fraction. Similar to Fig. 2, this figure shows the
relation between the scale length and the stellar mass (left panel) and baryonic mass (right panel). The colour represents for the gas
fraction, Mg/Mb, where gas-rich galaxies are in blue and gas-poor galaxies are in red. At fixed stellar mass, outliers from the mean
relation are extremely gas-rich, with Mg/Mb ∼ 1. The outliers in the stellar mass-size relation follow the average baryonic mass-size
relation. Their sizes are comparable to other galaxies at fixed baryonic masses.
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Figure 4. The correlation between the gas fraction and the sizes of galaxies. The ∆(Mg/Mb) and ∆R∗ are the relative gas fraction and
size of each galaxy comparing to galaxies of similar masses. Figure (a) and (b) plots the ∆(Mg/Mb) and the ∆R∗ calculated at fixed
stellar masses and baryonic masses, respectively. The dashed lines are the best linear fits. The Spearman correlation coefficient is shown
at the bottom-right of each panel. At fixed stellar mass, the size has an intermediate dependence on the gas fraction, where gas-rich
galaxies are on average larger. The correlation is weaker at fixed baryonic mass.
larger variation in the gas masses and the baryonic masses
of galaxies. The slope flattens at low M∗ because there is in-
creasing number of gas-rich, high Mb galaxies at given M∗,
making the average size larger.
Beyond the local Universe, van der Wel et al. (2014)
measured the stellar mass-size relation of star-forming galax-
ies up to z = 3 and found shallow slopes of ∼ 0.22 at all red-
shifts. At higher redshifts, star-forming galaxies are expected
to have more gas than galaxies in the local Universe and may
consist of a non-negligible fraction of the total baryonic bud-
get (Dave´ et al. 2011; Fu et al. 2012; Tacconi et al. 2013).
Therefore, the slope of R∗-M∗ relations may not reflect the
slope of the R∗-Mb relation even for massive star-forming
galaxies. Future instruments like the Square Kilometer Ar-
ray (SKA) will be needed for studying the evolution of the
R∗-Mb relation.
4.2 Implication on Ultra Diffuse Galaxies
The Ultra Diffuse Galaxies (UDGs) is a new category of
galaxies which have low stellar masses (M∗ . 108M) but
are 100 to 1000 times larger than galaxies of similar stel-
lar masses. A large population of UDGs are first found in
the Coma cluster (van Dokkum et al. 2015a; Koda et al.
2015), with red optical colour and absent of star-formation
activities (van Dokkum et al. 2015a,b). Later searches iden-
tified UDGs with similar structural properties but with a
wide range of environments and optical colours (Mun˜oz et al.
2015; Merritt et al. 2016; Yagi et al. 2016).
In Fig. 3a, those extreme outliers would be classified as
UDGs based on their structures. However, they follow the
baryonic mass-size relation as other galaxies. There are an-
other ∼100 similar galaxies also identified in the ALFALFA
survey. These gas-rich UDGs are star-forming, with blue op-
tical colours, and with high spin parameters (Leisman et al.
2017). The high angular momenta prevent gas from collaps-
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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ing and forming stars quickly, therefore, these galaxies re-
main gas-rich and appear to be outliers in the stellar mass-
size relation (Amorisco & Loeb 2016).
However, this formation mechanism may not necessar-
ily apply to all UDGs. Those UDGs with red optical colours
may be absent of star-forming activities, thus, likely gas-
poor. In this case, the gas-poor UDGs will still be outliers
in the R∗–Mb plane (Fig 3b) and appear to have less bary-
onic mass compared to galaxies of similar sizes. It is inter-
esting that redder UDGs are on average located in denser
regions (van Dokkum et al. 2015a; Leisman et al. 2017). The
correlation between the environments and the colours may
suggest a different route to form UDGs in clusters. The clus-
ter UDGs may be galaxies which formed the first generation
of stars then lost their gas through cluster-related mecha-
nisms (van Dokkum et al. 2015a). In this scenario, we may
expect more UDGs in clusters than in less dense environ-
ments, which is consistent with recent observations (van der
Burg et al. 2017). Obtaining the gas mass of cluster UDGs
and locating them on the R∗–Mb plane will directly test the
hypothesis.
4.3 The scatter of the R∗-Mb relation
At fixed mass, the size of discs is largely determined by
its angular momentum content. It is usually assumed that
the specific angular momentum of the disc correlates tightly
with it of the parent halo, usually represented by the dimen-
sionless spin parameter λ (Peebles 1969; Bullock et al. 2001),
therefore, the scatter in the size-mass relation is determined
by the intrinsic distribution of λ. Theoretical studies gener-
ally found that the distribution of λ can be approximated by
a log-normal function and the dispersion is nearly indepen-
dent of the halo mass (Bett et al. 2007; Maccio` et al. 2007,
2008). Most studies found a dispersion σ(lnλ) ' 0.5, which
is ∼ 0.2 dex. In the R∗-Mb relation, the scatter in R∗ at fixed
Mb is ∼ 0.18 dex. Taking into account the ∼ 0.15 dex uncer-
tainty in size measurement, the intrinsic scatter is ∼ 0.1 dex,
only half of the dispersion of λ predicted for halos. The scat-
ter in the size of late-type galaxies thus cannot be simply
attributed to the spin of the haloes. Previous studies had
also pointed out the smaller scatter in the R∗-M∗ relation
and have not yet reached a consensus on its origin (Dutton
et al. 2007; Gnedin et al. 2007; Saintonge & Spekkens 2011;
Desmond & Wechsler 2015).
The assumption of the strong correlation between the
angular momentum of baryons and haloes is challenged
by numerical simulations. Several works have shown that
mergers and feedback in star-formation processes can sig-
nificantly alter the angular momentum of gas and haloes,
resulting distinct distributions of spin parameter and mis-
aligned angular momentum vectors between the gas and
haloes (Chen et al. 2003; Sharma & Steinmetz 2005; Hahn
et al. 2010; Teklu et al. 2015; Zjupa & Springel 2017). Fur-
thermore, the sizes are measured from the stellar compo-
nent, which may not be representative for the baryonic disc.
It is well known that the gas and the stars in disc galaxies
do not have the same structure, where the extent of the gas
is a few times larger than that of the stars (Olivier et al.
1991; Marsh & Helou 1995; van den Bosch 2001; Tonini
et al. 2006; Dutton et al. 2011; Bigiel & Blitz 2012; Kravtsov
2013; Obreschkow & Glazebrook 2014; Butler et al. 2017).
For gas-rich galaxies, the sizes of stellar discs can be very
different from the baryonic discs. It is intriguing that the
scatter of the R∗-Mb relation does not appear to be mass-
dependent even for the mass range that the gas is on av-
erage the dominant component (Mb . 109M). Moreover,
a subset of the sample are extremely gas-rich, whose stel-
lar components consist only ∼ 10% of the baryons but they
still follow the same R∗-Mb relation. It appears that de-
tailed baryonic physics and star-formation processes need
to be taken into account to explain the small scatter of the
R∗-Mb relation.
4.4 The slope of the R∗-Mb relation
The size of the stellar disc and the baryonic mass scale as a
single power law, R∗ ∝M0.385b . For a virialized halo, the size
and the mass are also expected to scale as a power law but
with a different slope, Rh ∝M1/3h . The two scaling relations
provide an opportunity to link the sizes of stellar discs with
the sizes of dark halos.
In order to do so, the first step is finding the map-
ping between the halo mass Mh and the baryonic mass Mb.
Studies using different methods have shown that the baryon-
to-halo mass ratio (Mb/Mh) depends on halo mass, where
for galaxy-size haloes, less massive halos retain smaller frac-
tions of baryons (Dutton & van den Bosch 2012; Papastergis
et al. 2012; Santos-Santos et al. 2016). Both Dutton & van
den Bosch (2012) and Santos-Santos et al. (2016) provide
the Mb and Mh of their model galaxies and their Mb −Mh
relations are in good agreement. For the mass range dis-
cussed in this paper, I approximate the Mb −Mh relation
based on the model galaxies in Santos-Santos et al. (2016):
log(Mb/M) = 1.50[log(Mh/M)− 11.50] + 10.00. (2)
For the relation between the size and the mass ofvirial-
ized dark matter haloes:
Rh(kpc) =
(
MhG
100H20
)1/3
= 134×
(
Mh
1011.5M
)1/3
.
(3)
Here the size and mass are defined as R200 and M200, the
radius within which the mean mass density is 200 times of
the critical density, and the mass within R200, respectively.
From the observed R∗ −Mb relation, with the assump-
tion of virialized haloes and the adopted Mb −Mh relation
(Equation 1,2, and 3), the relation between the sizes of stel-
lar discs and the haloes is:
R∗/Rh = 0.014
(
Mh
1011.5M
)0.24
. (4)
The mass-dependence in Equation 4 is in apparent con-
flict with the result based on abundance matching. Kravtsov
(2013) established the connection between haloes in simu-
lation and observed galaxies by matching their cumulative
halo and stellar mass functions. Based on this abundance
matching ansatz, Kravtsov (2013) found that R∗/Rh is a
constant across 8 orders of magnitude in stellar mass.
However, Fig. 3a and Fig. 4a have shown that at fixed
M∗, larger galaxies contain on average more gas, thus, more
massive in terms of baryons. One will expect that at fixed
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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M∗, larger galaxies reside on average in more massive haloes.
This positive correlation between halo masses and galaxy
sizes at fixed stellar mass has been shown in both obser-
vations using halo masses from weak lensing and cosmo-
logical hydrodynamical simulations (Charlton et al. 2017).
As a result, the abundance matching based on the star-to-
halo mass ratio is subject to the systematic dependence on
galaxy sizes and the inferred disc-to-halo size ratio need to
be examined with care (Kravtsov 2013; Huang et al. 2017;
Somerville et al. 2017).
5 CONCLUSION
From ∼ 1000 local morphologically late-type galaxies, I
demonstrate that the scaling relation between the scale
lengths of the stellar discs and the baryonic masses is a sin-
gle power law scaling as R∗ ∝ M0.385b across ∼ 3 orders of
magnitude in baryonic mass. The scatter in the scale lengths
at fixed baryonic mass is independent of mass and there is
essentially no outlier. The intrinsic scatter of the R∗-Mb re-
lation at fixed Mb is ∼ 0.1 dex. This tight size distribution
cannot be directly attributed to the halo spin, which would
predict a wider size distribution.
The slope and the scatter of the R∗-M∗ relation can
be understood in the context of the R∗-Mb relation. At the
low M∗ end, the star is no longer a good tracer for baryons.
The scatter increases and the slope deviates from the R∗-
Mb relation because of the large variation of gas masses and
baryonic masses in galaxies of similar stellar masses. Also,
the disc sizes at fixed M∗ has a positive correlation with the
gas fraction that larger galaxies contain on average more
gas and baryons. This correlation suggests that abundance
matching based on the star-to-halo mass relation is subject
to the systematic dependence on galaxy size.
The formation of gas-rich UDGs can be naturally ex-
plained by the R∗-Mb relation. These gas-rich UDGs are
likely galaxies with high angular momentum, which prevents
gas from forming stars quickly. As a result, they appear to be
outliers in the R∗-M∗ relation. However, some UDGs resid-
ing in galaxy clusters may form through losing gas due to
cluster-related mechanisms. Measuring their gas mass and
comparing them with the average R∗-Mb relation will test
this hypothesis.
APPENDIX A: THE SCALING RELATIONS
USING THE EFFECTIVE RADIUS
Fig. A1, A2, and A3 are reproduction of Fig. 2, 3, and 4,
using the effective radius R∗,e as the definition of size in-
stead of the scale length used in the main text. Overall, the
conclusion remains the same if the effective radius is used.
The R∗,e-Mb relation is a single power law with constant
scatter at all masses and essentially no outlier. The best-fit
R∗,e-Mb relation is
log(R∗,e/kpc) = (0.342
+0.013
−0.013)×[log(Mb/M)−10]+(0.463+0.009−0.009)
(A1)
The best-fit R∗,e–M∗ relation has a shallower slope of
0.279+0.011−0.011 and an intercept of 0.517
+0.009
−0.009. With Equa-
tion A1, the size ratio between the stellar disc and the halo
has a weak mass-dependence: R∗,e/Rh ∝M0.16h .
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